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REVIEW: COMEDY HYPNOSIS

By Jacquie Lee

“…Lomman’s soothing baritone carefully coaxes some humorous responses out of his volunteers,
from laughing and crying at a humble stuffed bear to forgetting your own name and how to say the
number ‘seven’”

Come with us now on a journey through your mind and imagination, to the world of performance hypnotism.

Led by Adelaide’s own Isaac Lomman, Comedy Hypnosis promises to both intrigue and incite hilarity…

yet falls ever so short on both accounts.
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The sparse surrounds of Higher Ground’s main theatre are tonight reminiscent of an old-school dinner-and-

show setting. Scattered tables draped with black cloth and adorned with flickering tealights in martini

glasses face towards the barren stage, with its row of twelve chairs spanning the entire width. Despite the

relative emptiness of the setting, Lomman and his dapper outfit never seem overwhelmed by the space; a

credit to the young performer’s charisma and professionalism.

It was clear from the outset that Comedy Hypnosis is a performance reliant on audience participation and,

while he gives us a brief explanation of hypnosis itself, Lomman butters up his potential victims with

assurances that nothing embarrassing will occur including involuntary stripteases or chair-humping. His

platitudes obviously hit the mark, because when it comes time to call for volunteers, there is barely a beat

before two-thirds of the audience strut their way up the stairs and claim a seat.

Having all taken part in a brief mental warm-up involving magnetic hands, superglued fingers and

subsequently sore arms, Lomman takes us through a sequence of mental exercises designed to ease us

into the semi-conscious, meditative state required. Lomman is exceedingly professional in his maintenance

of his subjects and clearly knows what to look for in his hypnotees; and fair enough, for it is they who will

make or break his show.

Over the course of the performance, Lomman’s soothing baritone carefully coaxes some humorous

responses out of his volunteers from laughing and crying at a humble stuffed bear to forgetting your own

name and how to say the number ‘seven’.  However, none strike me as particularly hilarious, and I find

myself wondering if perhaps the show would benefit from ditching the ‘comedy’ part of its title.

Asking his volunteers to speak Martian during the interval was one of Lomman’s more ambitious requests,

and it was with these more audacious challenges that I feel Comedy Hypnosis stumbled, as some of

the participants had lost their hypnotic ju-ju and were simply trying to bide their time.

Putting any scepticism aside, Comedy Hypnosis showcased Lomman as a charismatic and confident

performer who, with continued experience (and perhaps a better audience) looks to have a promising career

ahead of him. And if hypnotising people ever gets too dull I’m sure the world’s airwaves (or phone sex lines,

if you dare) would appreciate those velvety vocals.

WHEN: THURS 16 – FRI 17 JUNE, 7.30PM & SAT 18 JUNE, 8PM

WHERE: HIGHER GROUND, 9 LIGHT SQ

HOW MUCH: FRINGE BENEFITS MEMBERS $15  | GENERAL $20

BOOK: BASS ON 131 246 OR FROM ANY BASS OUTLET (DISCOUNT NOT AVAILABLE ONLINE)
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